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As the lines between electronica, soul, jazz and funk become increasingly blurred, a new 

generation of recording artist is emerging. Neither 
exclusively organic nor exclusively electronic, 
these artists are redefining the parameters of 
modern music. Grammy© nominated Maurice 
Oliver finds himself at the helm of this burgeoning 
movement, oozing with texture, crafting a unique 
aesthetic out of experimentation with both live and 
acoustic elements. Maurice’s hybrid sound spans 
across genres, encompassing elements of 
electronica, downtempo, jazz, funk and soul. The 
result is a stunning selection of blissed-out, 
harmonious tracks that appeal to fans across the 
board. This unconventional approach to music 
making is what sets Maurice Oliver apart. Crisp, 
warm and highly original, each track brings a 
breath of fresh air. One of the most exciting nu 
music ensembles of the decade… bridging the gap 
between live instrumentation and modern 
electronica which involves real, improvised jazz 
solos and rich, sophisticated textures with urban 
and world influences.

Terra Firma is a melodic and world rhythm-driven 
collection of deep, warm, infectious grooves that 

reflect many of our planet's cultures. It has gorgeous ambient, and cinematic sounds, and warm 
production.
Terra Firma features the alluring French jazz vocalist Coltilde Rullaud on Mystery, You Never 
Can Go Home Again, and the wonderful closer Deliah. Great up beat rhythms to break out in 
dance while still engaging the ear with interesting instrumentation and melodies. Terra Firma 
also features woodwind artist Clive Stevens on Mystery, and multi brass artist, and grandson of 
world famous musician, composer Bert Kaempfert, and artist in his own right Stefan 
Kaempfert Haake on Terra Firma, Mystery, and, Crazy Love. The final song Delilah features 
Clotilde’s vocals, and emotive chomatic harmonica of artist Steve Merola.
It works to just play the whole CD some favorites tracks are: Terra Firma, Mystery, Milky Way, 
You Never Can Go Home, Again, Delilah, and the Berlin meets the south side of Chicago house 
of Secrets.

                                   

Major radio airplay FM, XM Sirrius radio, Pandora, Spotify, 
internet radio globally, and now iTunes radio!

Artist- Chill Factor-5  Title- Terra Firma EF 2015  Digital UPC: 889845125730
                                                                                            CD UPC: 888295286237
Available on compact disk from Amazon.com
Also available on iTunes, emusic, junodownload, googlemusic, all digital stores.

Electronfarm Records label contact: Maurice Oliver: 847-208-0077 
email:maurice@electronfarm.net
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